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For assistance with joining MS Teams on the day of this discussion, go to the HHP CoP WhatsApp
group by clicking on this link: https://chat.whatsapp.com/JFBuA0TRuRZ0NAqm8JHpp0

Format of how the discussion will operate:
• To participate in this discussion, sign up at:
https://chemicalswithoutconcern.org/community
• Should you require assistance or have questions, contact: uctcops@outlook.com
• This live discussion will be run in Microsoft Teams in the chat section on the set day.
You will receive instructions prior to the discussion
• The discussion will take place in the chat section of MS Teams. Members will introduce
themselves upon arrival into the chat room.
• The discussion presenter may briefly present a verbal introduction with the assumption
that members have read the text below. In some cases, presenters will provide a voiced
over PowerPoint introduction before the discussion.
• Three questions will be posted during the 1 ½ hour discussion with each receiving 30
minutes. The presenter/s will address questions and statements posted by members,
but the intention is that others will respond as well.
• All are welcome to join the discussion which will be held in English. Feel free to write in
another language if you are struggling with English and members will assist where
possible.
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Instructions for joining this discussion on the set date:
This discussion will be held in Microsoft (MS) Teams.
•

After joining the CoP, a link to this discussion will be circulated to you via email
and sent out as an Outlook calendar invite.

•

If your organisation already has MS Teams, you will need to switch from your
organisations MS Teams to your University of Cape Town Guest Teams account
in the following manner:
a. You can do this by going into your MS Teams and navigating to the top
right corner of the page to where your profile picture is
b. Here you should see the name of your organisation and small arrow
indicating a drop-down menu
c. Click on this arrow and choose “University of Cape Town”

•

Find the email sent to you with the MS Teams link to this discussion.

•

Click the link that says, “Join Microsoft Teams Meeting” and you should be taken
into the discussion.

If you have not received an email with the link, make sure you are signed up for the
Highly Hazardous Pesticides Community of Practice or send an email to:

uctcops@outlook.com

DISCUSSION INTRODUCTION
Identifying and addressing Highly Hazardous Pesticides (HHPs), although guidance exists,
often relies on governments and specific projects for this work to occur at the country level.
Many sectors and organizations are taking the lead to assist countries with HHP work either
directly or indirectly.
During this discussion, we will hear from different sectors and organizations on their work,
as well as be led by them to engage further in a discussion. We will hear from two
international government organizations (IGOs) – that is WHO and ILO - CropLife, and PANUK on the HHP work they have been doing.
The intention is that these case study examples, with the reading materials provided, will
inform this discussion as well as provide members with information to support their own
work on HHPs whether it is government work, NGO work, industry work, research,
consultancy support, etc.
Please take some time to read through each set of questions below, browse/read through
the useful resource material, and jot down some contributions you would like to make during
the discussion.
We look forward to engaging with you!
UCT and SAICM project team
PRESENTERS BIOSKETCHES
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IGO presenter details:
Dr Richard Brown, is a Technical Officer with the World Health Organization
(WHO), working in the Chemical Safety and Health Unit in WHO Headquarters
in Geneva, Switzerland. His professional experience is in toxicology, pesticide
regulation and chemical risk assessment. His current work involves
overseeing the chemical risk assessment activities of the WHO International
Programme on Chemical Safety, the WHO Chemical Risk Assessment
Network and supporting the WHO Secretariat of the FAO/WHO Joint Meeting
on Pesticide Management.
Dr Halshka Graczyk, holds a Masters of Public Health, and a PhD with a
specialization in occupational safety and health. She gained professional
experience at the World Health Organisation and with the Institute of Work and
Health, assessing hazardous occupational exposures for vulnerable
populations. She also worked as a project manager for the Swiss Government,
where she conducted environmental and occupational risk assessments to
develop evidence based public policies. Halshka currently serves as a technical
officer with the International Labour Organisation in Geneva, where she works on the chemicals
portfolio - which spans all work sectors and occupations worldwide and assesses hazardous
exposures along the life cycle of chemicals and waste, including in global supply chains.
NGO presenter details:
Dr Keith Tyrell, is Director of Pesticide Action Network UK. He has 30 years’
experience of environmental and international development policy and practice
working in the private sector, academia, and civil society. He began his career
conducting safety and environmental assessments of major industrial processes
including chemical, nuclear and oil and gas facilities before focusing on international
development conducting a Master’s and D.Phil. at Sussex University where he looked
at the drivers and impacts of pesticide use on smallholder farming communities. He has extensive
experience of working with grassroots organisations and linking local level actors with national and
international policy-making.
Industry presenter details:
Dr Christoph Neumann is the Director for International Regulatory affairs at
CropLife International since September 2015. As International Regulatory Affairs
Director, he is in charge of ensuring the plant science industry’s representation and
advocacy activities on global key regulatory policy issues affecting the industry,
supporting the Crop Protection Industry Regulatory Steering Committee with the
development and implementation of strategies for critical issues and enhancing the
cooperation of the global network of industry experts and associations. He is also the appointed
focal point for respective committees with UNEP, WHO and the FAO and actively engaged in the
SAICM process. In previous assignments, Christoph has worked for 25 years with the Crop
Protection Industry, covering different positions in regulatory affairs, ecotoxicology, communication
and marketing. He holds a degree in Chemistry and a PhD in Biochemistry.
Andy Ward is the CropLife International Stewardship Director, based in Brussels.
Andy holds a PhD in pest and resistance management from the School of
Development Studies, University of East Anglia in the UK. He enjoys the practical
side of his work. He worked in agricultural development for donor-funded programs
and the CGIAR international agricultural research centres for 20 years. It is the
practical side of work that he enjoys most and has been able to benefit from living
and working in Africa for 12 years including three years in Nigeria where he did his
PhD fieldwork, and six years in Zambia. During this time, he learnt the importance of partnering
with the private sector for sustainable agricultural development. Andy is passionate about enabling
farmers to implement changes that transform their livelihoods whilst managing environmental
impacts.
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QUESTION 1 (30 mins) – IGO’s
Richard Brown, WHO (4 mins intro) and Halshka Graczyk ILO (4 mins intro )
Question 1: Are you aware of the work that WHO and ILO are currently engaged in to assist

with the identification and addressing of HHPs in vector control and in different work
settings? What is needed to bring more attention to and to support this work in your
country?
WHO
•
•
•

FAO/WHO guidance for identification of HHPs: http://www.fao.org/3/a-i5566e.pdf
WHO Recommended Classification of Pesticides publication (which is one of the
identification criteria for HHPs in the FAO/WHO guidance)
Risk/benefit considerations for use of pesticides in vector control (risk to health (and
environment) from using a hazardous pesticide balanced against the health gains
from having fewer cases of the vector-borne disease such as malaria, dengue etc.)

Reference material:
• WHO position statement on DDT https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/69945
• WHO news item “WHO prequalifies indoor residual spray for vector control” [Clothianidin –
a neonicotinoid class insecticide] https://www.who.int/pq-vector-control/WHOprequalifiesspray-for-vector-control/en/
• FAO/WHO Guidelines on highly hazardous pesticides
https://www.who.int/whopes/resources/9789241510417/en/
• WHO Recommended Classification of Pesticides by Hazard 2019
https://www.who.int/publications/i/item/9789240005662
ILO
•
•

•

ILO Baseline Survey on the scope of workers' exposures to chemicals (focus on
HHPs) including a case study
International labour standards/normative instruments for occupational safety and
health (OSH) and agrochemical exposure in agriculture
o ILO Chemicals Convention, No. 170
o ILO Safety and Health in Agriculture Convention, No. 184
o ILO Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Agriculture
ILO training materials on OSH and agriculture

Reference material:
• Website with a collection of ILO materials on occupational safety and health in
agriculture, including normative instruments, training tools, etc:
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/safety-and-health-at-work/industriessectors/WCMS_219011/lang--en/index.htm
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QUESTION 2 (30 mins) – NGO’s
Keith Tyrell – PAN-UK
Background:
PAN works to collect information on the conditions of use and impacts of HHPs around the
world and to develop sustainable solutions to the problems they cause. This presentation will
introduce some of the work we do on understanding conditions of use and supporting
governments on pesticide management.
Question 2:

What are the barriers governments face to removing HHPs from use? How can civil society
best help to address those barriers?
References/Resources:
• Replacing Chemicals with Biology – Phasing out HHPs with Agroecology
https://issuu.com/pan-uk/docs/replacing_chemicals_with_biology__?e=28041656/45478976
• Alternatives to HHPs – A short Guide https://issuu.com/panuk/docs/a_short_guide_to_alternatives_to_hh?e=28041656/54580868
• Tackling the pesticide threat in Georgia https://www.pan-uk.org/tackling-pesticidethreat-georgia/

QUESTION 3 (30 mins) – Industry
Christoph Neumann (CropLife International) 4 min & Andy Ward (3min)
Background:
CropLife International representing the research-based crop protection & plant science
industry and Highly Hazardous Pesticides are of highest priority for the association. We are
engaged in multiple activities, such as HHP portfolio review & risk management, Regulatory
capacity building (incl. support to countries in GHS implementation), IPM & Responsible Use
Training, Partnership with development organization and NGOs in stewardship programs,
Cooperation with FAO on Obsolete Stocks, Container Management, Establishment of Spray
Service Provider networks, Awareness raising & mainstreaming activities of the HHP issue
with other industry and government stake holders and support to the UN sectors involved in
the issue (FAO; WHO; UNE) in respective fora (e.g. JMPM, SAICM) and the conventions
(particularly Rotterdam). CropLife International members also made a transparency
commitment to enable more public access to safety data related to its crop protection
products.
Question 3:
What experiences do you have in identifying and implementing HHP Risk Management
(Assessment & Mitigation) activities? What are the hurdles and what are the opportunities?
References/Resources:
•
•

•
•
•

A responsible approach to Highly Hazardous Pesticide: https://croplife.org/a-responsibleapproach-to-highly-hazardous-pesticides/
An overview of: Highly Hazardous Pesticide: https://croplife.org/wpcontent/uploads/2018/02/HHP-Infographic_v5-12.pdf
https://croplife.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/HHP-Infographic_v5-2.pdf
A commitment to sound management of highly hazardous pesticides: https://croplife.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/SAICM-v3.pdf
IPM In Adoni, India: https://croplife.org/case-study/ipm-in-adoni-india/
Evolution of the Crop Protection Industry since 1960: https://croplife.org/wp-
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•
•

•

content/uploads/2018/11/Phillips-McDougall-Evolution-of-the-Crop-Protection-Industrysince-1960-FINAL-REPORT.pdf
Our commitment to data transparency: https://croplife.org/data-transparency/
Supplementary pdf’s: 1) CLI/GIZ cooperation in Vietnam; 2) Overview of SAICM
related activities; 3) Stewardship Newsletter by CropLife Africa, 4) Bayer Commitment,
5) Slide Set providing an Overview on CropLife International approach to HHP
management (ATTACHED TO EMAIL)
More information here: www.croplife.org

BLOG Post Instructions for those who cannot attend the live discussion
Blog post instructions:
Should you not be able to attend the discussion when it is scheduled to happen but
still wish to contribute, post your answers/comments as a Wiki post in the MS Team
channel for this discussion.
Instructions on how to post a Wiki post in MS Teams:
1. If your organisation already has MS Teams, you will need to switch from your
organisations MS Teams to your University of Cape Town Guest Teams account.
a. You can do this by going into your MS Teams and navigating to the top right corner of
the page to where your profile picture is. Click on the small arrow indicating a drop down
menu and choose “University of Cape Town”
2.

Open up MS Teams and navigate to the Highly Hazardous Pesticides CoP.

3. When you are in HHP COP Team, look for the channel corresponding to the date of the
discussion you would like to blog for (i.e. 16.09.2020 – Discussion 3’) and click on that
channel.
4. At the top of the page, once you are in the channel, just under the search bar are a
number of tabs, look for the tab called ‘Blog posts’. Click on this tab.
5.

An example blog post will guide you on how to structure your blog post.

6. Beneath the example blog post (or the previous person’s blog post, should someone
else have written a blog post before you) look for the purple plus sign (+) that says ‘Add a
new section here’. Click the plus sign (+)
7.

Title your section with your name and country or organization.

8. Below the title it should say ‘Your content goes here’, add your answers and
contributions for the discussion there.
9. Your answers and contributions will be pasted into the live discussion chat for others to
comment on. You can return later to read the chat.

This activity is supported by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) project ID: 9771 on
Global Best Practices on Emerging Chemical Policy Issues of Concern under the
Strategic Approach to International Chemicals Management (SAICM).
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